WALLTER and CORNELIUS PREMIUM LED HARDSCAPE LIGHTS

**Designed for:**
Wall Caps • Pillar Caps • Steps • Outside Pillar Corners

Walter and Cornelius Hardscape LED Lights by Kerr Lighting are designed to blend in with your hardscape design. They provide an unrivaled combination of energy efficiency, durability, and brilliant light quality that you’ve come to expect from Kerr Lighting. Featuring the latest developments in LED technology, these lights offer an evenly-distributed warm-white color, long life for low maintenance costs, and continuous performance under all weather conditions.

The sleek, compact fixtures minimize their impact on your hardscape design. Made from a durable polycarbonate plastic, they will not corrode or weather like other materials. Because the fixtures are seamless, the light beam is controlled with no seepage around the edges.

**FIXTURE FEATURES**
- **DURABLE** – Strong, made of plastic, looks new forever, will not rust
- **SEAMLESS** – No light to escape around edges nor weather to penetrate
- **SLEEK** – Discrete, low-profile design

**LIGHTING & LED FEATURES**
- Energy efficient LED Lights
- Uses less than 1 watt per fixture
- Beautifully balanced brightness
- Low voltage 12V DC system
- Long life LED light source
- Excellent performance in all temperatures and weather conditions

**PACKAGING**
- Boxes of 10 light fixtures with LED assemblies and connectors
- Kits of 4 light fixtures, LED assemblies, connectors, transformer, and cable

**AVAILABLE COLORS**
- Tan
- Gray
- Bronze
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